


The Piano at the Ballet II

Francis Poulenc (1899-1963)
Les Biches (“The Darling Girls”) (1923/1947)– excerpts 11:19
(published by Heugel)

1 Rondeau 3:28
2 Andantino 3:53
3 Final 3:58

Henri Sauguet (1901-1989)
Les Forains (“The Fairground Entertainers”) (1945) – excerpts 18:44
(published by Editions Salabert)

4 Prologue 1:20
5 Entrée des Forains 4:37
6 Le Prestidigitateur 1:27
7 Le Prestigitateur et la Poupée 2:32
8 La petite fille à la chaise 1:47
9 Visions d’art 3:02

10 Le Cloune 1:23
11 Les Soeurs Siamoises 2:33

Jean Françaix (1912-1997)
Serenade for Small Orchestra (1934) 10:17

(published by Schott & Co)

12 Vif 3:16
13 Andantino con moto 2:40
14 Un poco allegretto 1:12
15 Vivace 3:08

Maurice Thiriet (1906-1972)
L’Oeuf à la coque (“The Boiled Egg”) (1949) – excerpts 10:09
(published by S.E.M.I.)

16 Métamorphose des poules 3:29
17 Variation I “Genre: Boite à Musique” 2:14
18 Variation III “Valse Lent” 1:44
19 Cancan final endiablé 2:41



Boris Asafiev (1884-1949)
“The Flames of Paris” (1931) – Pas de deux 5:39
(publisher unknown)

20 Introduction (Allegro moderato) 1:26
21 Philippe’s Variation (Allegro molto moderato) 0:57
22 Jeanne’s Variation (Allegretto) 1:12
23 Coda (Allegro) 2:03

Claude Debussy (1862-1918), transcribed by Henri Büsser (1872-1973)
Printemps (Suite Symphonique) 15:23
(published by Durand S.A.)

24 I 8:33
25 II 6:50

Igor Stravinsky (1882-1971)
“Pulcinella” (1920) – excerpts 8.21
(published by Chester Music)

26 Allegro moderato, mezzo-forte e staccato – Allegro 2:35
27 Gavotta (Allegro moderato) – Variation I (Allegretto) –

Variation II (Allegro più tosto moderato) 3:57
28 Vivo 1:48

Total playing time 79.54

It is believed that all these pieces are receiving their première recording in piano form

Anthony Goldstone, piano
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Ballet music for piano with a French connection

This collection is an appendix to a trilogy (“The Piano at the Ballet”, “A Night at the Opera” and
“The Piano at the Carnival”). The first “Ballet” owed its inception to a commission from
pianophile and ex-ballet dancer Geoffrey Walters to make piano transcriptions of four pas de
deux from Russian ballets. In classical ballet the pas de deux is typically a four-part set piece
involving two principals, one male and one female; the first and last sections involve both
partners, while the second and third are “variations” that demonstrate the skills of each dancer
in turn. Anthony Goldstone reported: “My brief was to recreate, in terms of the piano, the
imperial grandeur of the golden age of Russian ballet; in attempting to do so I have aimed to
retain the richness of texture of the orchestral originals, and there is an occasional short
pianistic cadenza.” In this second volume, the last solo album completed by the pianist, most
works are existing transcriptions although amended and improved (especially in the Debussy)
through Anthony Goldstone’s unerring skill.

Stephen Sutton, Executive Producer

It was quite the fashionable thing among composers in the 1920s and ’30s to borrow from the
past – especially when composing for the ballet. Sometimes this could take the form of
resurrecting the music of an earlier composer and re-working it with modern harmonies:
Stravinsky’s appropriation of Pergolesi for his ballet Pulcinella, for example, or Vincenzo
Tommasini’s The Good-Humoured Ladies, based on piano sonatas by Domenico Scarlatti. Or
one might take existing works and simply orchestrate them, such as Respighi’s La Boutique
fantasque (which uses piano pieces by Rossini) or Sir Thomas Beecham’s one-act ballet The
Gods Go A-begging written in 1928 for Diaghilev’s Ballet Russes using the works of Handel.

But perhaps an even more striking element was the return to classical forms that had been
largely forsaken during the turbulent, experimental period of the first quarter (and beyond) of
the twentieth century. Thus one finds composers as diverse and individual as Prokofiev,
Stravinsky, Bartók and Poulenc falling back on conventional concerto, symphonic and sonata
structures – and the antique dance forms of the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries.



Prokofiev’s Chout (1921) is a prime example. Another is Satie’s Jack-in-the-box (1926). A third
is Poulenc’s Les Biches (1924).

Francis Poulenc (1899-1963) was at the forefront of the chic avant-garde in post-war Paris but
hardly an international name when Serge Diaghilev commissioned a ballet from him for the
Ballet Russe in collaboration with the painter Marie Laurencin. Poulenc took as his inspiration
the series of paintings by Jean-Antoine Watteau depicting Louis XV flirting with various
women in his Parc aux biches. ‘Biches’ does not translate as you might think. The nearest
English equivalent of ‘biche’ is a ‘doe’ or ‘adult female deer’. ‘Doe’, however, was also slang for a
coquettish women, and the ballet’s title is is often translated as ‘The Little Darlings’ or, as here,
‘The Darling Girls’. There is no plot to speak of. It is mildly saucy entertainment concerning the
flirtations and sexual games of 16 ravishing women and three strapping oarsmen.

Poulenc’s delightful score, from which he later fashioned an orchestral suite, makes
mischievous references to Mozart, Scarlatti, Tchaikovsky and even Stravinsky. It was
premièred in Monte Carlo in January 1924 with choreography by Bronislava Nijinska and
dedicated to the charismatic pianist and socialite Misia Sert. From the piano version of the
orchestral suite, Anthony Goldstone plays No. 1 ‘Rondeau’, (one of two movements recorded
by Poulenc himself in 1928), No. 5 ‘Andantino’ and No. 6 ‘Finale’.

If Les Biches made Poulenc’s name, it was another Diaghilev commission La Chatte (1927) that
gave Henri Sauget (1901-89) his first conspicuous success. Though far less well-known
nowadays than his contemporary, Sauget (his real name was Henri-Pierre Poupard) was a
pupil of Joseph Canteloube of Songs of the Auvergne fame and became associated with Erik
Satie, forming a group designated as L’École d’Arcueil (the locality near Paris where Satie
lived). Part of the same gay Parisian set dominated by the Princesse de Polignac, Sert, Diaghilev
and Cocteau, Sauget went on to compose 25 ballets. His life partner, Jacques Dupont, 1909-78,
was the great French stage designer who began his career with the Ballet Russe when only 15.

Les Forains (‘The Fairground Entertainers’ or ‘The Fairground People’) is a one-act ballet
composed in 1945 and first heard in March 1945 at the Théâtre des Champs-Elysées in Paris.
The score is dedicated ‘to the memory of Erik Satie’. Sauget’s compositional style is, for the
period, disarmingly elegant and melodic, deftly characterised and with instant appeal. One
might apply the same description by the critic Roland-Manuel of Poulenc’s music as



‘sometimes verging on triviality but never falling into vulgarity’. Goldstone plays eight of the
twelve numbers from Les Forains.

Though slightly younger than Poulenc and Sauget, Jean Françaix (1912-97) began composing
at the age of six and had his first work published when he was ten. Heavily influenced by Ravel
and other composers he admired (Chabrier, Poulenc and Stravinsky), he developed his own
distinct aesthetic, producing over 200 works in almost every genre. As a virtuoso pianist, his
own instrument features frequently. Françaix was still in his early twenties when he composed
the Sérénade pour petit orchestre. In 1951, it was turned into a ballet with the title À la
Françaix. It was choreographed by George Balanchine, creator of over 400 dance works, who
had begun his career with the Ballet Russe in 1924 and subsequently co-founded the New York
City Ballet. À la Françaix is rarely revived, its flimsy plot revolving around the relationships of
five characters: two Sailors, a Flirt, a Dandy and a Sylph – who interact exactly as you might
expect!

A fourth contemporary was Maurice Thiriet (1906-72) whose music has much in common with
Poulenc and Françaix – though the similarities are far from apparent in the four movements
Anthony Goldstone has selected from Thiriet’s L’Oeuf à la coque (‘The Boiled Egg’). The witty
score relies more on popular song, burlesque and jazz inflections than the three earlier ballets
on the disc. Composed in 1949, this was the second of the twelve ballet scores Thiriet
produced between 1939 and 1960. It was created and choreographed, like Sauget’s Les
Forains, by the great Roland Petit. A 1950 review of the ballet by Stephen O. Saxe describes it
as ‘a lunatic romp… explosive and completely delightful [in which] the dancers do handsprings,
cartwheels, splits, and double splits--as well as a few bumps and grinds. All this happens when
three leggy girls arrive in Hell in the form of chickens.’

Anthony Goldstone’s next choice is a ballet composed not by a French composer but with the
French Revolution for its subject. The Flames of Paris, first seen in November 1932 at the Kirov
Theatre, Leningrad, is a four-act ballet with a plot taken from Les Marceliers, a book by Felix
Gras. The basic story is one of the people overcoming the Ancien Régime, one which perfectly
reflected the immediate situation in the Soviet Union at the time. Though little of his music is
heard today, Boris Asafiev (1884-1949) was a highly influential figure in the musical life of the
USSR as composer, writer (especially on the history of Russian music) and critic. Prokofiev’s
First Symphony is dedicated to him. For his material Asafiev uses songs from the period of the



French Revolution, the last of the four short excerpts heard here being the English folksong ‘Oh
soldier, soldier won’t you marry me?’

A work of greater significance – but not originally conceived as a ballet – is Debussy’s ‘suite
symphonique’ Printemps. Inspired by Botticelli’s masterpiece Primavera, the score for
orchestra, piano and (wordless) choir, was completed in Rome in February 1887. It was in its
report on this work that the Académie des Beaux-Arts employed for the first time the term
‘impressionism’ in relation to a piece of music, referring to Debussy’s innovative attempt to
compose without a definite structure, to allow the material to unfold as though improvised.
The original orchestration of Printemps was destroyed but it was later re-orchestrated by
Henri Büsser (with Debussy’s help) in 1913. Now the previous year, Debussy had signed a
contract for 10,000 francs to provide a ballet for the Alhambra Theatre in London. A month
before the deadline of 2 April 1913, barely any music had been written, and so Debussy,
unwilling to lose his 10,000 francs, offered Printemps in its new guise. And thus this youthful
experiment in ‘impressionism’, newly choreographed, made its first appearance in a revue
entitled Not Likely! alongside such acts as ‘Minnie Kaufmann, the trick cyclist’ and ‘Chinko, the
Chinese juggler’. It ran for 305 performances. The long-lived Henri Büsser (1872-1973) made
an arrangement of Printemps for piano four hands in 1912, as well as the present transcription
for solo piano which is heard here with a large number of additions by Anthony Goldstone.

Pulcinella returns us to the same Parisian milieu with which this programme began. Coco
Chanel was introduced to Diaghilev after the First World War by their mutual friend Misia Sert.
Chanel’s home in Garches, just outside Paris, provided Stravinsky and his family with a base
while he completed the score of Pulcinella for the Ballet Russes. The production involved an
astonishing array of talent. Apart from Diaghilev and the composer, the costumes and sets
were designed by Pablo Picasso, the choreographer was Léonide Massine (who also created
the libretto), and the conductor was Ernest Ansermet. The premiere took place on 15 May
1920 at the Paris Opera. The complete score, based on music by Pergolesi and others, includes
parts for three singers (soprano, tenor and bass) and has twenty separate dances. The
Pulcinella Suite, derived from the ballet and which Stravinsky wrote in 1922 (revised by him in
1945 and 1965), has just eight movements. Anthony Goldstone’s selections are Nos. 1, 6 and 7.

Notes ©2017 Jeremy Nicholas



Other recordings by Anthony Goldstone

Schubert Piano Masterworks, volume 1 – including the D. 935 Impromptus, Wanderer-Fantasie, and
three major Sonatas: D. 664, 894, 960, and the Allegretto in C minor, D. 915
Divine Art DDA 21202 (2CD set at midprice)

Schubert Piano Masterworks, volume 2 – including two Sonatas, D. 958 and D. 959, the Valses Nobles,
Moments Musicaux, 2 Scherzi, 3 Klavierstücke and the Adagio in E major
Divine Art DDA 21203 (2CD set at midprice)

Schubert Piano Masterworks, volume 3 – including Goldstone’s completion of the Reliquie Sonata, the
D. 899 Impromptus, Sonatas D. 845 and 850, Diabelli Variation, 17 Ländler and the Allegretto in C
minor, D. 900
Divine Art DDA 21204 (2CD set at midprice)

Beethoven: Favourite Piano Music – includes Moonlight, Appassionata and Pathétique Sonatas, God
Save the King Variations and Fidelio Overture, arr. Moscheles (world première recording)
Divine Art DDA 25029

“Tzigane” – music inspired by Gypsies, from Brahms, Haydn, Kodály, Liszt, Enescu, Holmès, Falla and
Dohnányi. A feast of colour and splendour containing world premières
Divine Art DDA 25033

“Unheard Mozart” – realisations and completions by Anthony Goldstone of sketches and unfinished
works by Mozart – all world première recordings
Divine Art DDA 25051

“A Night at the Opera” – paraphrases, transcriptions and variations by Liszt (Verdi, Bellini, Wagner),
Sgambati (Gluck), Chopin (Mozart), Rachmaninov (Rimsky-Korsakov), Grainger (R. Strauss), Busoni
(Bizet), Mendelssohn (Flotow) and Grünfeld (J. Strauss)
Divine Art DDA 25067

“The Piano at the Ballet” – transcriptions of music by Tchaikovsky, Weber, Falla, Minkus, Mozart,
Joplin, Delibes/Dohnányi and Elgar
Divine Art DDA 25073

“The Piano at the Carnival” – music by Schumann, Dvořák, Chopin. Khachaturian, Liszt and S. Smith
Divine Art DDA 25076



“Inspiration: Homage to Maria Curcio” – a programme of music associated with the great and highly
respected pianist and piano teacher Maria Curcio including archive track featuring Curcio with
Elisabeth Schwarzkopf and The Concertgebouw under Otto Klemperer
Divine Art DDA 25086

Tchaikovsky: Rare Transcriptions and Paraphrases vol. 1 – Orchestral and Opera. Featuring
transcriptions and paraphrases of Marche slave, the Serenade for Strings and music from The
Voyevoda and Orchestral Suite No. 3
Divine Art DDA 25093

Tchaikovsky: Rare Transcriptions and Paraphrases vol. 2 – Ballet Music. Transcriptions and fantasies
on Swan Lake, Sleeping Beauty and The Nutcracker, by Pabst, Siloti, Kashkin and Grainger
Divine Art DDA 25106

Russian Piano Music series
Vol. 2 – Vladimir Rebikov – mostly first recordings of brilliant pianistic inspirations
Divine Art DDA 25081
Vol. 3 – Reinhold Glière – unknown piano gems by the doyen of Russian Romantic music
Divine Art DDA 25083
Vol. 4 – Sergei Lyapunov – full-blooded Romanticism and sensual folk-inspired melodies
Divine Art DDA 25084
Vol. 5 – Anton Arensky – more hidden Romantic treasures from a celebrated pianist
Divine Art DDA 25085
Vol. 8 – Modest Mussorgsky – including the rare manuscript version of Pictures from an Exhibition
Divine Art DDA 25100

Britten: “Resonances” – 20th century British piano music from Britten and his teachers and followers:
Ireland, Bridge, L. Berkeley, Stevenson and C. Matthews
Diversions DDV 24118

Many of these recordings contain fascinating premières and have received the highest praise from
critics – to read reviews visit the Divine Art website.

Also available from Divine Art Records Group are 19 celebrated and acclaimed albums (and one 7-CD
set) of music for piano duo by Anthony Goldstone and Caroline Clemmow (“one of today’s top piano
duos” – Fanfare) http://www.divineartrecords.com/AS/goldstoneclemmow.htm



Anthony Goldstone (1944-2017)

Described by The New York Times as “a man whose nature was designed with pianos in
mind”, Anthony Goldstone was one of Britain’s most respected pianists. A sixth-
generation pupil of Beethoven through his great teacher Maria Curcio, Anthony
Goldstone was born in Liverpool. He studied with Derrick Wyndham at the Royal
Manchester College of Music (which later honoured him with a Fellowship), later with
Curcio in London.

He enjoyed a career encompassing six continents, the Last Night of the Proms in 1976
(after which Benjamin Britten wrote to him, “Thank you most sincerely for that brilliant
performance of my Diversions. I wish I could have been at the Royal Albert Hall to join in
the cheers”), very many broadcasts and over seventy CDs (including the BBC issue of his
London Promenade Concert performance of Beethoven’s fourth Piano Concerto). He has
an adventurous approach to repertoire and has been praised by Vienna’s Die Presse for
“his astonishingly profound spiritual penetration”.

In the last few years Goldstone became known for his acclaimed completions and
realisations of works for solo piano and piano duet by Schubert, and for two pianos and
solo piano by Mozart, and also for his skilful transcriptions, heard to particularly good
effect in Piano at the Ballet volume 1, all of which he has recorded on Divine Art CDs.

He was also one half of the acclaimed and brilliant piano duo Goldstone and Clemmow
with his wife Caroline. The duo has made many CDs for Divine Art as well as Toccata
Classics and other labels. Shortly after making this recording, and before being able to
supply his usual programme notes, Tony became ill and sadly passed away on January 2,
2017. Thanks are due to Jeremy Nicholas for stepping in with programme notes. We at
Divine Art are sorry that Tony did not stay with us long enough to see his last solo album
in print and it is dedicated to his memory.



“A scintillating recital of colourful “a pure delight from start to finish... “Ingenious... An enjoyable disc-
miniatures.” (International Piano) glorious virtuosity.” (ClassicalNet) with-a-difference.” (Gramophone)

“absolute mastery, subtlety and “Performed with exemplary grace “Revel in the sheer virtuosity of
style.” (MidWest Record) and style.” (International Piano) it all” (MusicWeb)

DDA 25073 DDA 25067 DDA 25076

Over 450 titles, with full track details, reviews, artist profiles and audio samples, can be
browsed on our website. Available at any good dealer or direct from our online store.

UK: Divine Art Ltd.
email: uksales@divineartrecords.com

USA: Diversions LLC
email: sales@divineartrecords.com

www.divineartrecords.com
Also available by digital download through iTunes, Primephonic, Qobuz

and many other platforms
find us on facebook, youtube and soundcloud

WARNING: Copyright subsists in all recordings issued under this label. Any unauthorised broadcasting, public performance, copying or re-recording thereof in any
manner whatsoever will constitute an infringement of such copyright. In the United Kingdom, licences for the use of recordings for public performance may be

obtained from Phonographic Performance Ltd, 1, Upper James Street, London W1R 3HG.




